
LONDON GUILD OF WEAVERS, SPINNERS AND DYERS
Minutes of the Management Committee held on Saturday, 12th January 2013 at St. Stephen’s House,

48 Emperor’s Gate, London SW7 4HJ at 10.00 a.m. for 10.30 a.m.
 

Present: Eve Alexander (Chair)
Roberto Campana
Lyn Duffus
Sharen McGrail
Jane Rutt
Jean Derby (Secretary)

 
Apologies:

Apologies were received from Wendy Morris, Christine Eborall and Penny Penton
 

Minutes:
The Minutes of the meeting held on 13th October 2012 were approved and signed.
 

Matters Arising:
Penny Penton to be asked if Jenny Oliver was willing to hold a Workshop in September 2013.
The Questionnaire should be given to all new members and be sent out again in the next Warp & Weft
and also circulated to all members by e-mail in the next week or so.  Eve Alexander reported that she
 had only had eight replies.(Action: Secretary)
Joy Godsell had come forward after the last meeting to say that she would be willing to attend the
Association’s AGM as a Delegate, but we did not have an Observer.

 
Website Issues:

Quotes had been received from ‘Rob’ and ‘Richard’ to set up a new website.   We needed to understand the
documentation and costs and a clear specification should be written as we must understand what we are
buying.  Sharen McGrail said that she had a work colleague who might be able to help and she would speak to
him.(Action: Sharen McGrail)
It was important to identify several people from the Guild to test the site before it was made available to all
members and members would be asked at the meeting today (12th January) for volunteers.
 

Finance:
Sharen McGrail tabled the following report:
I’ve started to check all the paperwork (invoices, notes and statements etc in order to produce the annual report.
I expect to complete this by mid February.
 
I’m pleased to report that even with increased costs the finances have improved over the last year and we have a
small net increase in the balance for 2013.
 
The bank balance at the end of December was £7482.66 but this requires some adjustment as it includes
memberships for 2013 and we have several expenses outstanding. Currently, I haven’t received an invoice from
the printers for the latest W&W – expect this to be £280 - £300 - . I’ll contact them. On the plus side I haven’t
calculated or invoiced the total for W&W advertisements yet so a cautious total is £5499 - this will be finalised
and accurate for the annual report.
 
For discussion –
 
1) My main concern is the Guild exhibition this year. Do we have any estimates for promotional materials, the
actual space and requirements for a deposit (returnable or not).  Who is managing the process for engaging
/agreeing to these costs and facilitating the payment? Do we have a planned budget?
 
2) In a similar vein – estimating the costs of workshops and apportioning to attendees. Please ensure these are
accurate and include the venue, include all materials and allows for a minimum number to ensure the guild does
not make a loss. If possible attendees should pay fees in advance and this is should be non refundable within a
fixed time period before the start date.
Roberto Campana reported that the unit price for the Warp & Weft was £1.65. per copy.
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Committee Reports:
 
Membership:
 

Christine Eborall was unable to attend the meeting and sent the following report:
 

Statistics
The current total number of 2012 members is 156, of whom 9 are honorary members.
Since 9 October (previous report to committee) and 10 December no new membership applications have
been received.
To date, 62 members have renewed for 2013, including the 9 honorary members and 3 who joined after 1
September. The majority of renewals have been made at the November and December meetings.
Receipts
A total of £1,175 has been paid into the account in November and December = 50 renewals @ £23 + 1 new
member @ £25. (This accounts for 51 of the 62 renewals; the remainder are the 9 honorary members and
the 2 who joined in September/October).
 
 
 

Warp & Weft:  
 

Roberto Campana reported that he would have unit costs for 2013 from the printers.
Feedback on the last issue has been good and have had several e-mails from members who do not come to
the meetings but appreciate the newsletter. Also feedback on the colour cover and adverts.
I have the advertising cost for 2012 so Sharon can send out the invoices
They are:
Melanie Venes Twill & knot (ad in March issue) £5.00
Hand weavers (one issue @ £15.00 plus three issues @ £20.00) Total £75.00
Texere (one issue @ £15.00 plus three issues @ £20.00) Total £75.00
Tulsi (one issue @ £15.00 plus three issues @ £20.00) Total £75.00
George Weil (one issue @ £15.00 plus three issues @ £20.00) Total £75.00

I hope that we can maintain this as it makes the Guild's newsletter look professional.
The meetings cards should have gone out with Dec W&W and I hope we can use them to advertise the Guild
at various exhibitions over the Year. The printing costs for warp & Weft are as follows

Unit prices as requested below, based on 200 copies 32pp, with cover and 24pp inner b/w only + 4pp middle
inner in 4  colours - £1.36 per unit
32pp, with 24pp inner b/w only + cover and 4pp middle inner in 4 colours - £1.65 per unit
I suggested 200 as they really do not do numbers like 190 and I asked for a discount on a fixed amount.

There was discussion about Warp & Weft and it was felt that if there is a print-run of 200 there could be
copies available on the desk at £2.00 each for visitors to buy and also at demonstrations.
It was agreed that there should be one person proof-reading each issue rather than the draft being sent round
to the Committee and that there should be a number of people willing to do this. Lyn Duffus, Jane Rutt and
Eve Alexander offered to do this.  It was also agreed that telephone numbers should be removed from the
inside front cover of the Warp & Weft.(Action: Roberto Campana)
 

Speakers:
The October meeting was discussed and who the Committee members would be. The following agreed:
Roberto Campana - indigo dyeing
Eve Alexander – finishing of a woven item
Lyn Duffus – possible chocolate tasting, identifying smells or similar
Jean Derby – tapestry weaving
Jan Slater – Cotton spinning
 
 
 
Library:
 
It was agreed that books in the archive and the library boxes that have not been taken out for many years
should be offered for sale to members at a nominal price.  This would make space available to buy more
up-to-date books and provide the money to do this.  Eve Alexander, Wendy Morris and Ann Dixon had
made an initial sort through the books and members would have a final say if there were books that they
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made an initial sort through the books and members would have a final say if there were books that they
thought should be kept.   It was agreed that the sale should be at the AGM this year.
 
Guild Survey:
 

An Educational Liaison Officer and Recruitment was discussed and it was felt that we should try and
interest students at colleges and find someone to take charge of this.   Eve Alexander agreed to write
something to send out to members and an A4 poster made from the speakers’ card to be sent to colleges
and Wendy Morris to be asked if one could be displayed in Handweavers.
 

EGM Minutes and the amended Code of Conduct to the Constitution were agreed.  It was
agreed that a copy of the Constitution should be put on the website and also the Notice Board.
 
London Guild AGM
 

Three people would be retiring in 2014 – Secretary, Treasurer and Programme  Secretary and it was
agreed that this should be mentioned and members should be asked to consider ‘shadowing’ the
positions with a view to standing.  A Webmaster, librarian, publicity, educational and recruitment were
also needed
Members to be asked to bring items for Show and Tell and to let the Secretary know in advance.  
There will also be a book sale.
 
Christmas Competitions:
 
It was agreed that the subjects for the competitions would be:
The Kennedy Cup:  Designer Yarns, Thick and Thin, Lumpy and Bumpy – Anything but Smooth
Lore Youngmark:  Double Double
Gwen Shaw:  Inspired by ethnic styles and traditions

Descriptions of each competition would be given in Warp & Weft.
 
 

Workshops:
 
The advertising and clarification of arrangements and payment by participants is covered under (5).
Finance.
Possible Workshops for 2013 are Jenny Oliver in September and Dot Sedden in November.

 
Any Other Business: 
 

The Big Weave, 13th April 2013, which is part of “The Huguenots of Spitalfields: Celebrating their
Contribution 8th to 21st April 2013”
Roberto Campana reported:

I have been in touch with Charlie de Wet and she is all for us to be there and demonstrate.
I have myself & Elizabeth who will be there for the whole day and demonstrate weaving.
Can we have a spinner or two to demonstrate as well (ask members).
(I know we have a meeting & committee meeting.), but this is an important event and it is on our patch. I
thought of asking another local Guild if we get desperate for a 
spinner ????

Charlie will actively promote the London Guild & Association for us. We have a free demonstration table
and free sales table and also can promote Handweavers.
The event will take up the whole of the main Spitalfields market and will be high profile.
It will appear on London News (TV and Papers) as well
 
This was discussed and it was agreed that we should take part.   It was also agreed that for items for sale
by members there should be a 10% commission for the Guild

b)  Visits

Roberto Campana reported that he was planning a trip to the Pitt Rivers Museum and also the Horniman
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but these will have to wait until the Summer as there is too much happening at the moment. I will organise
one to the London Cloth Company if there is interest.

London Cloth Company
Daniel was so happy that we visited him and he sent me an email asking for us to come  back.  I will be in
touch with him and arrange another trip.
“Most things are going very well with the mill, unfortunately the Dobcross is still not ready to run which is
a real shame. I wanted that sorted by the end of January, still looking for parts and 
getting the electricity done. On the other hand all three Hattersleys are running, plus one just had the take
up motion upgraded. Next we are going to start building up the Lancashire and Kimono loom. 
I was thinking before Christmas that we should organise another guild visit where I can give some proper
demonstrations. Really cover the warping process which is worth seeing plus the actual weaving. It would
be on a similar format to the last one but over the course of a day.
How about the end of February beginning of March? let me know what you think please drop in anytime. 
Daniel”
Roberto Campana will announce this at the meeting.
 
(Jan Slater joined the meeting)
 
 

Guild Exhibition 2013:
Jan Slater reported that,
At the moment things stand as follow:
 
Costs of hiring the gallery: £400 for the four weeks. This is payable in February. We can cancel and
between 3-6 months get back 50%, within 3 months nothing.

 
Promotional costs: We are hiring a photographer to take various photos. This will cost £80 with actual
prints on top. I am going to get a quote from our normal W&W printers for advertising leaflets. At the
moment my local people charge £35 for 250. We will need a little art work on top of this (details of the
exhibition over the picture). This image will also be used for 3 posters which will be an added cost, and
depending on how rich we feel we could also get a banner to put round the railings.
 
The launching party. We have to use the St Martin ‘s cafe caterers. I can start to get some idea of costs for 50
 people   Wine and eats.

 
General expenses: We will need to cost in a certain amount for minicabs for taking stuff up there for setting
up and taking down. I would have thought in the region of £100. – two mini cabs at £20 each at start and
likewise at end.

 
This covers the main costs and I can’t think of anything else at the moment, bar a bit of photocopying of
forms.
 
This was discussed and it was agreed  that Jan should continue on these lines..   Jan Slater said that she would
be meeting with Lyn Duffus and Jane Rutt during the coming week to  discuss the exhibition.
 
Co-ordinators:

 
April:  Wendy Morris to be asked
May:  Penny Penton should be asked
 
Date of next meeting:  Saturday, 13th April 2013
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